








Take the weight off staff to predict  
(or go by their gut feeling) what is 
needed at every store location, 
warehouse or distribution center. 

4R One Predictive Engine (OPE) 
leverages Al and Machine-learning to 
create a single source for demand 
forecasts. 4R OPE guides inventory 
planning processes to deliver a profit-
optimal improvements across supply 
chain and merchandising decisions. 

Demand Planning 

Identify true demand, utilizing Al 
and machine-learning. and generate 
more accurate forecasts, driving more 
accurate upstream and downstream 
processes that maximize profitability. 

Replenishment Planning 

Enable multi-echelon inventory 
management that is guaranteed to 
maximize profit across all channels, 
reduce inventory carrying cost and  
deliver superior customer service. 

Allocation Planning 

Allocate the right amount of inventory  
to the most profitable locations at the 
right time, minimize stranded end-of-

season inventory and reduce the need  
for future markdowns. 

Vendor Order Optimization 

Enable buyers to make informed 
decisions on buying requirements when 
executing demand, replenishment and 

albcation plans. 

Markdown Optimization 

Maximize revenue and achieve 
merchandising goals each season  

by recommending the optimaltiming  
and depth of end-of-season and  

end-of-life markdowns. 

Assortment Optimization 

Optimize product offerings at each  
store to meet customer preferences  
and drive revenue growth through  
data-driven insights, resulting in 
improved customer satisfaction. 

One Predictive 
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Profit-optimized Inventory Planning Processes 



INCREASE PROFIT
 BY

 6-10%

INCREASE SALES 
BY 

12-18%

REDUCE 
MARKDOWN LOSS  

BY
12-20%

REDUCE 
STOCK-OUTS BY 

14-25%

REDUCE INVENTORY 
CARRYING COSTS 

BY 
2-8%

Are you achieving these type of benefits* for your business?

*4R benchmarking results from 40 clients

SUCCEED WITH US
The 4R Advantages

√  Integrates with and compliments your Execution Systems, providing a strategic path off of 
existing spreadsheets and basic planning systems 

√  Unifies data into One Predictive Engine for supply chain analysis across planning processes 

√  Delivers Best in Class Planning Process Modules 

√  Provides outsourced options, which eliminate the need for large capital outlay, shifting costs 
to Pay-As-You-Go operating expenses. 

√  Provides services tailored for continuous improvement and customer successrvices tailored 
for continuous improvement and customer success. 

 4R platform and services have proven to help retailers meet customer expectations, improve 
profitability, reduce inventory, and empower employees – some clients realizing $6 million to 

$265 million in incremental profit. 
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